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In industry the advantages of 'realiStie jeb preView' have been much

discussed, but little is curreitly dent in British schools to prepare students
far higher education. This article describet 08 development stages of a
principled adventure gbrriP th simulate the ekperience of higher education.
Playing this game is intended te preVide 'realistic role preview' for
prospective students.
The simulatiOri has:, been developed out of an earlier board genie derived;

to some extent; from reSeerch findings. More recent research on student
learning has provided the Orinciples on which the new simulation game iS
being based.The gaMe net Only allows students to_try out different stUdy
strategies; it also preVides advice tailored to the specific strategieS USed by
the individual_StUdent in interacting with the computer. This simulatieti tan
be seen as a SiMple ekpert system providing a form of intelligent tUtering.,,
The arChitettUre Of the computer simulation is described; together with
the_strategits Uted te ensure that the game; and the advice provided; are
nth antrelled by principles derived from the research on student learning.
MUStratient are used to indicate how a student would expenence the
interactions with the computer; and how the Nies produce tailored advice.

Reelistic Role Preview
Higher education differs significantly from sChool education in the
degree of autonomy in studying and everyday living Offered to the student.
The initial experience of higher educatiOn ten be bewildering and the types
of studying required can be unfamiliar. This potential difficulty has been
widely recognised, althoUgh rather little research has been carried out to
investigate the types of difficultietreperted by the students themselves
(Raaheim and Wankowski;1961). Ili Britain, Some schools provide
opportunities for stUdetitS te egperiente lecture and tutorial teaching; and to
workiindependently te a tOritiderable extent. In higher education; too; most
institutions now provide a 'Freshers' Week' which introducesientrants te,itt
academic and Sedial activities, and some institutions also offer study skillt
wOrkshOps to draw attention to the types of studying which they expect of
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students Yet many students still appear to be underprepared for the
Challenge of higher education and some seem to find it very difficult to
Settle in. Indeed there, is evidence to suggest that some students spend a
good deal of their first year coming to terms with the new environment
(Thompson;1981). It iS not just that the types of studying are unfamiliar and
there is more independence in r,lanning work, but many students are away
from home for the first time and so face many new demands and
responsibilities.
The idea of preparing newcomers for the demands of a new working
environmentis, of course; of importance in industry and there already exists
a literature on 'realistic job preview' which suggests some of the ways in
which entrants can be led to anticipate job requirements more accurately
(Wanous,1960). Typically; job applicants are shown films or given talkt
which explain the job requirements and describe the working environment;
Where such previews provide a unbiassed picture of the work expeqence;
there is evidence that they do increase job satisfaction and reduce turnover
of staff. But it is far from:clear how this technique works; One suggestion
is that it serves to 'vaccinate expectations - to make them more realistic
(Premack and Wanous;1985). As students have been found to have
stereotypic; naive; and over-optimistic expectations of higher education
(Wunous;1976; Raaheim and Wankowskii1_981), such 'vaccination' of
expectations_ may also play a valuable role in the transition from school to
higher education.
In any business organisation there would be some initial training to
ensure that newcomert acquire any new skills involved. Higher education
institutions in Britain have tended; in the past; to assume that the careful
monitoring of entrance qualifications is a sufficient guarantee of adequate '
preparation for studying; But this assumption fails to take account of the
considerable differences between the experiences faced by students at
school and after they enter higher education. In recent years there has been
a substantial growth in research into the experiences of students in higher
education. There is thus a body of sound information which could be provided
for students to help them more realistically to anticipate the tranSitiOn
from school to higher education. There is still; however; a formidable
barrier. Simply telling students what to expect is unlikely to be effective.
The experiences are too novel and too complex for information alone to
prepare students adequately for what is to come.
As in industry the use of simulation techniques may be an answer; nits
paper describes an attempt to develop a principled microcomputer-ba.sed
adventure game which would provide; in effect; a 'realistic role preview' for
prospective entrants into higher education. It was baSed; in part; on a beard
game which had already been used with students; BUt it also depended on
identifying and organising a body Of relevant research literature on student
learning and providing a computer7based learning environment in which
students could explore different strategies for coping with a simulated
higher education environment and consider the consequences of their choices
and actions v:fthin the game. This paper reports the design stage of ttlis
project The game itself has yet to be put into operation;
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The Development of a Simulation tlaing a Board Same
The board game emerged eit a way of presenting research findings on

studying to students. The research study itself was designed to identify
factors associated witi success and failure in higher education:
Longitudinal studiei were used to compare student characteristics, assessed
before entry and during the first year; with subsequent academic
performance (Entwistle and Wilson,1977); Although the levels of prediction
achieved were modest, the analyses did point tO Some interesting
inter-relationships between abiljty, persontili tg, Motivation., and study
methods: Further exploration of these reletionships using cluster analysis
led to the identificatien of distinctive 'types of student who appeared to
have different fornit Of Motivation. One group was competitive and
self-confident: Another was TTIdependent-minded with wide ranging academic
interests; while a third group was anxious and lacking in self-confidence.
The final main type was described, somewhat disparagingly; as 'idle and
unmotivated'.
Interviews with students draWn from these 'types' suggested that they
were reacting in very different Ways to the situations they were meeting in
,

higher education.

Stlidelitt of diffiriOg personality and motivational types not may tackle their
academic work in different yeqt boiti friiiii_dascriptions of their university
experientei they evidently perceive themselves to In in differing
environments (Entwistle. Thompson and Wilson,1974, 0.393)

Although some of the findings seemed to have significance for students;
it was recagnised that it would be diffie:ult to present them in ways which
would cause student§ to reflect seriously on their existing study methods.
?hit the idea Of iising a game format was explored. Progression through
higher education was imagined as a form of obstacle rote; StUdents set out
on that race with different starting conditions or 'handicaps', depending on
their ability and school attainment. They 01S0 had differing personalities
and motivations which would lead them tO read differently to the obstacles
they met during their courSe: Thete ideas were incorporated into Me
Academie AchiePemeot 6ie (EntWittle and Wilson;1977)
I 190re I about here
A board game similar te Meneptily (Figure 1) was developed in which
progress was detei-Mined partly by the throw of a dice end partly by
instructions related to the square on which they landed: Students were
invited initally to choose one of three tracks (AM Seciel Science.. or
Science). They were then allocated one of three types of dice (numbered
1-0, 277 and 378) which represented different leVels of ability and strongly
controlled the rate of progress liretitid the board. They were also given a
starting_ condition based on their sCh001 athievement record Finally
students were also pL avided with Otte Of fair different coloured counters
which would indicate their oositiOh Ori the board The colours represented the
contrasting student 'types% Mentidned earlier4 and these types determined
their predicted reactions to the events 'experienced'.
0 61

The game Wet intended to introduce students to the idea that they could

Matt tO react differently to the experiences theg met in higher education,

,

depending on_personality. Events were introduced in the ferm of coloured
squarn representing 'hazards', 'bonnie, or 'chance'. Landing an one of these
squares direCted students towards packs of cern which deSCribed events
they had experienced. The effects of these events were related to the
personality to which the student had been assigned. Thus:Your flat mates
interrupt yoUr work" was a hazard which had the grettest effett (tent back 6
squares) on the idle and unmotivated, while "Your tutor is very sarcestit"
affected the anxious students most severely. A bonus such as "Your tutorial;
group is stimulating and constructive" was most beneficial to the SOCiable
and to the well-motivated students, while the idle and unmotivated well
helped most by "'Your adviter discusses your career with you".
The 'chance' oack allowed some changes in the main controlling features
of the game = ability level and student type. Thus picking up the Card saying
"Your study methods are increasingly effective" evoked the t-tiW
,

If ad*rate or 1Ev sillily change to next higher dice.- If IWO-

take ono free throw (Entwistle and Wilson,1977, p.153).

The game was used with both secondary school pupils and entering
students, with some success. It helped them to anticipate sOme of the

situations they would find in higher education, and it stimulated discussion.
But its effectiveness was reduced by the limited extent to which_ individual
'debriefing was possible afterwards, lind students thought that the game
was controlled, to an unrealistic extent, by starting condition and bg Oa*
(Wilson,1976). StUdents wanted opportunities to interact with the
situations and to very their strategies as a result of their ekperiences, but
that Writ impossible within the format of the Mart genie. There was also a
recognition by the researchers that the sitneitions, and students' predicted
reactions to them, were drawn mainly from personal experience; rather than
from a systematic study of the effects of academic contexts on student
learning. Ideally the events and consequences should be drawn from research

findings. For this, a different type of research was needed.

Concepts and Research Evidence on Student learning
The eerly research had identified some of the Sttident characteristics
attOtieted with academic progress, bUt had net looked at these in relation to
pertinent features of the academic context in particular, methods of
tteching and assessment; The respontibilitg for success or failure Wet thus
implicitly being placed on the student, as if the academic staff end the
institutional resources and policies had no influence on leer ning outcomes.
The relatiOnships between student characteriStiCS and etedemic outcome
were thUs essentially decontextualised, in coMitiOn With much of the
edutatiOnal research:of that time.
Work in the USA had begun to draw attention to the importance of
descnbi:flg differences in institutional climate (Pace,1967) and to the way

that the 'hidden-curriculum and assessment procedures affected students'
social behaviour and academic work ( Becker, Geer and Hughes,1968;
Snyder,1971). The next step forward in research involved looking at the
mosemea of learning in higher education and to consider how these were
affected og the whole institutional environment. A series of studies in
Sweden, Britain and Australia (Marton, Hounsell and Entwistle, 1984;
Entwistle and Ramsden,1983; Biggs, in press) provided the concepts,
categories, and the principles from which the adventure game has since been
,

developed.

One of the first investigations into the processes of academic learning
was carried out by Marton (1976); He has pioneered the systematic
description of students' experiences end perceptions of the content and
context of academic learning; His first study investigated students' ways of
reading an academic article The concept emerging from his analyses was
morose* to teaming with its two main categories of tie*, and .*ifierer
(Marton & Saljo,1984). The Mill defining feature of each of these
categories was the intention shown by students as they read the article
either_to seek personal understanding_orMinimally to meet the task
requirements. The subsequent contrasting learning prOcesses were seen to
be a product of the initial perceptions of the task in relation to the student's
own intentions.
These ideas were extended by Pask (1976) who was able to show that;
even_when students were required to demonstrate personal understanding,

there were still two characteristicallya f feted learn/iv styies involved.
He distinguithed_between itolists, who sought to pertonolize knowledge and
to interrelate ideas extravagantly, and serialiSts, who preferred a narrow
focus, concentrating cautiously on details and logical connections.
_A fiVelear retearch programme at Lancaster (Entwistle and Ramsden,
1983) Sought to extend this research by seeking confirmation of the
conceptualisations and by investigating the factors affecting the adoption of
these approaches and styles. Interview and inventory data were used to
demonstrate a clear distinction between deep and surface approaches across
six contrasting academic disciplines. It was, however, found necessary to
introduce a further category - the strategic tpproach = in which the Main
intention was to obtain the highest possible gradeS by being alert to cues
from lecturers and else through being Well organised in both stt /4, methoris
and lime-management (Entwistle and Kozeki,1985)
Other analytet thoWed that learning styles were related, to some extent,
to underlying personality characteristics, while approaches to learning were
associated strongly with contrasting forms of motivation intrinsic (with

deep), two/ failure (with surface) and need for achieYement (with
strategic). But these approaches were also influenced by the students'
perceptions of the wags in which they were taught and assessed;
In interviews, students were asked what influenced their approach to
learning, and a questionnaire was developed to assess their perceptions of
tne department in_which they spent most of their time studying (Ramsden,
1981). Combining results from both types of data, it emerged that a deep
approach was consistently facilitated by goad tettaltiv and by being given,

freeclom ft Merning (both in what to learn and in how to learn'it) (Entwistle
and Ramsdeni1983). A surface approach was found to be partly attributable
to sztsess-mmtp-nrcedams which required only detailed factual responses,
,

and toe heavy woilloof It was also induced by lecturers Who, often
uneonseiouely, fostered dependency through Memrngmeteilefs which
'spoon-fed' the students with pre-digested information, so limiting their
personal invo' iement in learning (Selmes;1967).
These components of the learning context were subsequently
incorporated into a heuristic model designed to draw attention to the
interactions between the participants - students and teachers - and the
learning contexts within the academic departments (Entwistle,1987,a,b).

The Development of the Computer-Based Simulation
PRINCIPLES UNDERLYING THE DESIGN

This series of reseerch studies; together with_ the heuristic model,
provided the basis for the computer simulation. The original board game
could have been strengthened just by the use of experientially rooted
concepts describing nrimum of studying and by the greater oreciaion with
which events and their probable consequences Could now be predicted.
Parallel developments in microelectronics (Odor,1966) also made it possible
to offer students an interactive simulation of some typical situations in
higher education which would allow them to vary their strategies and to
consider the consequences of using them. Besides helping prospective
students in the secondary schools, it was envisaged that ports of the game
would also provide study skills support for those already in higher education:
The intent was to develop a 'principled adventure game'. In the previous
game students were alloceted different starting conditions randomly. As an
integral part of the computer simulation a realistic model of the student
was required which would describe the student's ways of studying in. terms
Of the concepts outlined in the previous section. That model would have to be
denved initially from inventory scores, but would then be modified from the
decisions made by the students in interacting with the game itself. The
model would determine, to some extent, how the student was led to
'perceive' situations and so would influence choices and strategies. The
consequences of events would be determined, as far as possible; from the
research findings. It was decided, as a matter of principle, that the game
should not be a 'black box'. The student would be able to interrogete the
game to discover the rules which had determined the consequences of
actions. Periodically the student would also be able to seek advice on
improving strategies within the game, which would be presented in ways
designed to highlight connections with real life study;ng.
In essence the design of the game thus envisaged a data base of
information about studying, derived from research stUdies, together with
advice tailored to the decision strategies and inferred characteristics of the
individual student. Ii, other wordsi it would be a simple expert system
providing a form of intelligent tutoring;

II

THE ARCHITECTURE OF THE COMPUTER SIMULATION

A crucial next step in the project involved the development of a model to
summarize the various processes to be built fat) the Computer simulation
the 'architecture of the system desiln (See Rote 2).

[figure 2 OM heel

.

The central fettUre of the architecture is what has been called the
theetre ThiS it where the simulated events are presented as displays on
the coMpUter screen which invite the student to make choices and so to
develop 6 game strategy. A series of interlinked events and actions are
bUilt Up into a coherent eceee as in any dramatic produetiOn-. The student
prOgrettes through a succession of scenes chosen to represent typical
academie and social situations met in higher education and developing in a
natural sequence.

The second major feature of the architecture is the NIC*Pekti-lf which
records the current state of the student model in terms of a profile of
inventOry scores updated on the basis of interactions with the game events.
The set Of variables; used tO describe the student was develOped from the
Itterature review summarized in the previous section and hes been reported,
elteWhere (Entwistle; Odor and Anderson; in press). Ettittates of the current
level of these variables for the student will be held tin the blackboard,
together with_information about the stage teethed in the game and any
'additional messages intended to affect the future presentation of aspects of
the game. The blackboard will also reetied &erg keyboard interaction mate
by the students; including any comments made by them on their experiences
With the game. After each interaction the_bldtktidard will be updated, and at
the end of each event or scene the contents Of that pat-titular blackboard
Will be recorded, to produce a history fOrMed from the succession of
blackboard states.
As students interact with the scenes in the theatre, they choose from a
set of centre/ irerd,; whichidetermine theft- Movement through the scene.
Some of these will be familiar from adventure games (e.g. 'loot; 'ask% 'gti to'
or 'help). Other controliwords will be specific to the game or tO 6 particular
scene; TWO SUch control Words; CHORUS and COMMENT; are aVailable after
any event

The term CHORUS was chosen by analogy with the Chorus in

Greek play

*he comment on the developing ploL Our 'chorus* Will provide a bnef
jUttification for the appearance of the existing screen display in terms of
the rules or the theoretical background; StUdenta Will also be encoumod to
type in their own COMMENT on the laSt event or Stene, in relation 3iwer to
the Simulation or to real-life experience&i
At the end of each scene a MENTOR will be available. This control word
will first provide a rationale for the main events occurring in that sane and
will then offer optional advice. Some of the advice will be couched in
general terms; but there will also be individually tailored &Mee; based on

the hittory of the student's interactions with previOUS eVentS and on
estitiletes of the student's own study cherecteristitt held on the blackboard.
MENTOR will also introduce students to the Meaning of the main concepts

from the research literature on student learning to allow subsequent advice
tO be couched in these terms.
The scenes; and the advice; are presented to the student through blocks
Of predefined text which are di:played on the screen as appropriate. The
decision about which block of text to display is determined by rules
associated with each component of the eVent. The rules are often written in
terms of the variables which make Up the student profile and in this way the
game can introduce contrasting 'perteptions' of the same events; thus
paralleling the research findings: tO some extent.
The rules will be interpreted and eXecuted by a specially written
program; described as a gene eeetitthrer,, which will also make and amend
entries on the blacicboard and carry Out pattern searches through the history

of the student's previous interattiOnt With the game. The writing of this
controller is a major challenge fet the next phase of the project; although a
substantial amount of preparatery Work has been carried out and reported

(Odor;1986).
The game is to be implemented on a Macintosh microcomputer; Mated by
substantial 'memory On hord disk. This machine was chosen because of itt
windowing and '011=dciWn menu' facilities; and its general 'user friendliness'
TWO ILLUSTRATIVE SCENES - EVENTS, RULES, AND ADVICE

The only way really_to_understand any simulation game is to Wag it.
Here verbal description haVe to be used to convey an impression of the
scenes and events. The OVetall game is made up; at present; of six scenes.

o Fresher's week and course choices
o Choice Of Options

O introduttotg tutorial
O Lectures and independent studg

o Balancing social life and work
O Preparing fOr and taking exams.
Scene Two: acice of Optioffs
The second sten can be used, first to illustrat, how stUdents make the
choices which determine their progress through the game: The intention in
this scene, 1710-te of eptioffs is to help students realize the need to base
decisions on ftill information which may not always be readily eVailable and
may have to be actively sought out. The opentng event places the student 'n
the office of their Director of Studies; With the task of choosing an optional
course. The Diroctor of Studies read8 Otit a list of four course titles from
the University Prospectus he iS hOlding and asks the student to decide Whith
of them to take.

This is the first thoite point and the next text shown to the Student
depends_on that thbice. The control words are hidden at Mit Stage a device
used to simulate the feeling of helplessnesS Whith many 'freshers' feel in
Such situations. The hidden control words tan be activated if the student
0 ci

types in one of them in seeking to take charge of the situation. For example,
any combination of words with prospectus will show the StUdent that the
information there is too brief to be helpful: Typing words associated with
asking aleice will lead to an admission from the Director of Studies that he
knows no more than is shown in the prospectus.
There is no full language anal_yser built into the game controller; it is
simpy provided with_a set of probable words. Here it has (ask/advice/

tell/*) (Director of Studies/options/courses), the asterisk allowing any
other word to be used instead; If the student does not make a recognisable
choice, or is unable to make any progress, there is a pull-down menu which
shows the hidden control words available for use at that time.
In this situation; of course, there is pressure on the student to make an
immediate choice of options there and then. If that happens the scene ends
with a cautionary comment shown when the game controller has established
that the student's past history of interactions with the game does not
contain the event in which further information 'can be obtained.

A3 gou are leaving, goo overhear the Director of Studies muttering
'I reallg don't know how they con take these important decisions without
bothering to find out more about
' The door C103C3.
RIM: NOT (PAST (HAS E'706'))

if the student persists in trying to obtain information, the Director of
Studies will suggest that the department has more detailed course
descriptions. When the student uses the 'go to control word, various
opportunities to nbtain information are then provided. The scene shifts to an
entrance hall in the department where there is a noticeboard - but this
provides little additional information. The really useful guidance comes
_

,

implicitly from meeting staff andmaMa from talking to second-year
students. To continue the feeling of unfamiliarity, it is made fairly difficult
to. find people and to gain access to information; Finding the departmental
secretary is ari important step in learning how to understand the geography
and the workings of the department. She provides Inca] knowledge and
support, but perseverence is still required.
The student model is used on several occasions in this scene to present

differing perceptions of situations to fludents with different
characteristics; This technique is intended to parallel the findings in the
research on student learning, which emphasized that the contextual
influences on learning are indirect. Those effects depend on the student's
own perception of the situation,which in turn is a function of the student's
personality and past experiences (Entwistle,1967). Here, on entering the
department, for example, the student is given the opportunity to find out
about the courses both from the noticeboard and from other students. But
the descriptions have been designed to make it less likely that an introverted
studentwill speak to the students. The game controller is instructed, at
th:s point, to check the student's profile for the level of 'extraversion'
currently shown. Then alternative texts are shown depending on that level.
112

You notice out of the corner of tour eye that the group of students drinking
eoffet in the corner is breaking up. They are still busy talking, but seem

fri eel g.

Ade.- Extravert (high)
Yon Notice out of the corner _of your eye that the group of students drinking
coffee lathe cornerls breaking up. They are deep in conversation and don't
seem aware Of your existence.

Ode.- Extravert (low)
Again if the student seeks out the lecturers, they are perceived in different
wags; In this case the match between learning style and teacher personality
it Uted to determine the impressions made on differing Students. Their
reactions to a disorganised; but enthusiastiC; lecturer are presented in
contrasting ways. The student had tried; UntUttestfully, to see the lecturer
before. This time :
There is still no-one in, tat you wait. After a while a large and cheerful man
arrives and_greets goo effusively. He pushes you into the room and clears
a pile of papers from a Chili T. He Mks gnu who_ you are_and_how you are
enjoying life at aniversitn. EVentuilligina manage twask shout his course.
He lounchel into no_enthuriastic description of his latest research. It sounds
interesting,lut really rather complex and confusing. You wanier hatk
towards Mut antnme hall, trginyto work out What thi course itself might be
about, but feeling that the lecturer hi mtelf vas friendly and enthusiastic.

Rule ...Holist (high) AND Serialist (low)

The initial description it the same for both matched and mismatched
conditions, but the reactions of the student with a serialistic learning style
are presented as being less favourable. The text block ends with
about. You feel that the lecturer Ves friendly, but disorganised and confusing.

Rule

Holist (low) AND Serialist (high)

The intention here is to mimic the contrasting perceptions of differing
personal styles; but to avoid:being too coercive on the student's ultimate
choice of option course. If the student still chooses a mismatched leeturer;
and the estimate of the student's learning style steigt the same during the
next scene, difficulties of compreheriSiah Will be introduced into the
student's subsequent experiences Of the lectures in that course.
Scene Three:

ktroductory Tutorial

The intention here is to help students recognize the need to prepare for
tutorials, to plan ahead in obtaining books, to experience the frustration of
not finding books in the library, end to provide advice on what tutors expect
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of students in the tutorials _themselves. The scene,also introduces StUdents
to the concept of 'approach toilearning through their experientet in reading
an article in preparation for the next tutonal. The Stehe is Set as follows:
It is coming towards the end of your first tutorial. Students ere beginning
to click their files and generallg indicate thatit is tithe to go._ The tutor
eventually tikes_ the_hint, but gets up and writes the title of an article
bi the board. tie sags:
_
1 vent gou to_reet thatirticle_for _next week: well see what gou've_mode

,

ofit_then._ Therenhould be a copy of that journal in the Reference Room.
me article also appeared in a set of readings edited by__ I think it 14113
Davidson. Wti did order a copy for_Short Leeman I think you will prakier

be able toga held of itlettut too muchilifficulty."

You make I diVo thr the door: it's definitely time for coffee.

There is ha choice to be made. The student expects the scene to shift to

the coffeetar. Arid for most students this will happen. But the game
controller is again instructed to examine the student's profile.'Here it checks
on the levels On Strategic approach and time-management. If both of these

are currently categorited as 'high', the student will be sent direct to the
library; in-steed of to the coffee bar. If the student interrogates the
coMpUter, through the CHORUS option; about this unexpected change; the

screen will show:
You seem to be alert to the need to plan your time carefullg and
strategic enough to_ pick up the lecturers hint, so you are expected

to ge tip tM library straight away.

Ode: Strategit (high) AND Time-Management (high)

All the other students find themselves in the coffee bar Where the
conversation turns to the possible difficulties in getting hOld -of the article.
They are then offered the choice of going home to work on an essay or going
to the library; If they deCide to look for the article immediatelyi, their score
on 'strategiC apprOach' will be increased_at the end of the scene. If not, it
will remain the same. When the students do go to the library, they lOCate the
Reference Room easily enough; but find that the relevont,joUrnal it reiiWhg.
They move on to the Short Loan library; but if they have delayed going there;
they will find that the_ book containing the article it Mit. These experiences
are intended to alert newcomers tO the logistic diffiCUlties experienced in
using an academic library.
Once they have obtained the article; the game controller interprets which
experience of reading the article will be presented. Time-managemerit is
again involved; but also approach to learning. The text presents deep or
surface approaCheS read with or without awareness of time. For example,
the rule NOT Weep -140grolitt (NO OR Swierce Approach OVA) OR
TimeyfeiregmfOnt WOW , if matched by the student's current_profile;
produceS 8 description of a disorganised surface approach to reading;
,
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You look et the irtitle,_ but you are not at ell sure Vhat you_are
supposed to get out of it. Are gou supposal to learn* it - to try to
remember all the details ? Or will you be asked to join in a general
discussion ? You dedide ta try_ to cover both possibilitioi. YOu read the
Aistract carefully and then begin to read the articleslovli
Ind carefull y. You note down ang feet or idea which seems important.
However, you are not getting en very fast. All of a sudden you realize
that you have a Lecture in_ten minutes. You rush through the
restof
article without any chance to take any more notet. There is no time to came
back to the library. You are left feeling anxious about the
coming tutorial.

At it is not possible within the game to assess the approach to learning
directly; students are given the opportunity to indicate
immediately after
this event to what extent that description of their reading
seems truly
applicable to them. They can inditate that they would
concentrate more, or

less, on meaning or details;_or be more, or less, aware of _time Constraints.
Their own estimates are then Ile used to modify the
profile On the blackboard.
When the students attend the next tutorial the
genie COnti-011er is asked
to examine the 'tiistory tO tee how well they had
prepared_tha article and

also to check levels of i'ektraversion' and 'fear of failure' in the profile.
Anxious introverts are then depicted as being reluctant tO join in the
discussion and,as finding the experience of tutorials threatening and
unrewarding. Students_ WhO are self-confident extravertt are Shown as
dOminating the proceedingt tO en extent which other students_find
unacceptable, while those Wild adopted a surface approach tO the reading find
the tutor unimpressed by a Catalogue of accurate factS., If 8 'tUtface' student
is puzzled by the tutdrs readtion, interrogation of
CHORUS Would contain.
AS goo seem to have put too much effort into trying_to
learn details from the
article, you found the tutor's broadl Wed questions difficult to
answer.

Ruie: Surface (nigh) AND NOT Deep (high)
At_the end of the scene, the studentS have the
opportunity to ask the
MENTOR to comment on the rationale_ behind the
scene as a whole; arid to
provide advice in relation to the chOices and strategies
they have used in the
scene. The MENTOR explains initially what the
scene was intended tO
demonstrate to the student; and then invites the student to seek MOre
individualised advice based on the specific choices made
during that scene.
+
This scene was intended to suggest that:

A - tutors' commenti about articles need interpreting
Article-3 may not be easy to obtainin the library
C - articles hove to be reed for evidence and argument
D - in readincon article allocate time appropriately
-= tutors generally expect youto hivegour own ideas

f - tutorials involVtlipeaking out and giving_ Vtg_
G

tutorial Show you how to think about the discipline
and aptly you to check uWerainding of lectures

If goo would like advice about any (more) of these ideas, please type the
appropriate capital letter, othervise go on to the next scene.

_

The next set of advice introduces concepts and findings from research
and &so 'folk wisdom about studying. Here, students typing 'C' will have the
ideas of deep and surface approaches to learning introduced. The advice at
this sthge may also be tailored to the specific text blocks the individual _
student was shown ar I the specific choices made. Thus a student typing 'F:
and currently characterised in the profile as as an extravert; Will be given
intelligent' tutoring which contains a warning about inappropriate behaviour.
Tutorials have sensitive Social dinande3. They depend on the tutor
encouraging all the students to contribute, vithout applOng the sort of
pressure vhich creates 4 OA et lj. Many students lack confidence and_are Very
3OSeePtible to critiC13111, particularly_ vbenlhey are jusistartinga _course.
Each group, holvever, it likely to havessmeone vho is extraverted and selfconfident_ The danger is that such a person may dominate the discussions to
the annoyance of the others, vho soon get tired of his or her views-. In this
scene goo were- portrayed as beating like_that, andihe_coolneu atuffie
aftervardS reflected thenthere resentment of that behaviour, if you really
behave like that, remember that joining Ifl 13 fi De but you also have a duty

to the rest of the group. It will be better ifiou try to support the less
confident members of the group. Don't try to score points: neither the
tutors nor the other students vill appreciate it.

Rate Extravert (high) AND Self-Concept (high)
For the anxious student lacking in self-confidence, the advice changes

half-way down the text block; after the same initial descriptiort
the allnOyanCe of others, and making more Sensitive students Very anxious

and uncertain of themulves. In this scene-, you were put in_ this_ponition.

If in realitypiou_do find itdifficult to join in eesilij, first it IS important tO
realize that many other students feel the same. But you do need to join in. It
may help to start by making a note of ang idea that occurs_to_gan,snd then
making a Nery_b_rief remark based on your note. Your first attempt may well
be hC3itent and confused, but confidenft grows with practice.

RWe Fear of Failure (high) AND Se4-Concept (low)

Development strategy for a principled adventure game
The scenes for the theatre were built up from a story-board which
provided the overall shape of the game, and a story-line developed within
each scene. To ensure that the gams was 'principled' it was essential to
construct scenes and events in ways which fulfilled principles derived; es
far as possible, from research findings on student learning; This systematic
strategY held WI abeyance the imagination necessary to create believable
scenes, but the benefits in overall coherence.were considerable.

THE STORY=BOARD

The story=board was build up by choosing and ordering a set of scenes
which would sample salient features of a student's first7gear expenentes in
higher education. The scenes are experienced bg the student in the same
order, representing a natural progression through an academic year. Besides
this fixed sequence of main scenes there will, however, also be verieble
events, some introduced at random, such as Illnec.3', and others triggered as
consequences of earher choices and the student's profilc For example, a
student who chooses courses without due careimag be faced with a
substantial OVerload of work through an unforttinate, but avoidable,
combination of courses. If the student was also Categorized as being
anxiOUS, the consequences would become Mere -severe.
The events to be included in the game aS a Whole were derived from
MOMS based on the original_heuristic_rnedel (Entwistle,1967,0,4). That

model, in itself, was not directly suitable fir this purpose, being designed to
highlight the teachers perspective. Alternative models were created whith
presented components of the teaching=learning situation from the student's
perspectiVe and at two distinct levels (EntWittle, Odor and Anderson, in

press). One contained a camepts world Whith Was used
to describe the
student profile and to frame the advice Oh stUdy stategies. The other was an
'events wOrld which contained concrete experientes described in the
language Used by the students themselves = Sikh as course choices.
worklOad, Working conditions, social life, arid library facilities. This latter
MOdel guided the incorporation of spetifie events into each scene
At the.consequences of events and the selection of appropriate text
blbeks'depend, in part, on the student profile, it was necesSary to obtain

initial estimates for the profile as soon as possible. Thus-, in the first scene

Pres-hers Week= students have an 'accidental' meeting With a researcher
who persuades them to complete a 'study methods inVentoq. The
responses
are scored by the computer to produce the initial Stiment profile.
CONSTRUCTING EVENTS

Once the Specific concepts and advice had been
Sgstematically allocated
to. each Stem, the storg-line within the scene Was built into a believable:
scenario by using imagination, tacit knOWledge, and personal
experience; It
waS ettential to persuade students that the events and
consequences
depitted on the screen could really happen to them. In this way, Vane&
between game events andstudying in real life would be More likely.
Once the stortkline had been created, it had then tO
be converted into a
form which could be interpreted by the game contr011er. This was achieved
by writing a series of text blocks to depict the events on the computer
screen. Each tekt block was associated with COntrdl Words which allowed

the student to interact with the game, and with rulet
which controlleed the
next text bloCk to be seen. A special syntax waS deVeloped
to allow the game
to be written in this form (Odor,1986). CoMpUter programs were also
written to provide and control a 'proforthe' MU which each component Of an

event was entered and stored, and also to check the completeness and
cohsrence of the overall set of entries.

Using the simulation
The intention is to give studentt a realistic 'role preview of being a
first-year student in higher educatiOniand also to introduce them to
concepts which will provide a VOtabUltity for- describing their studying. T

e

game itself is intended to proVtike discussions among students about the
strategies used in the gaine, and their applicability in everyday studying.
The recognition of strengths end weaknesses in their own approaches to
studying, and of the implications of their own stylistic preferences in
learning, should lead students to be more reflective about their purposes;
effort, and strategies, and also to review more carefully what they are
currently achieving (Hounse11,1979,1984; Selmes,1987).

As the final scenes are still being written, and the 'interpreter to drive
the simulation on the computer is as yet incomplete, it is impossible tO
report how students react to the simulation. Once the game is operational;
however, samples of students in their final year at school, and in the
first-year of higher education, will be asked t6 use it. Their interactions
with, and their comments on, the game will be recorded and used to explore
how best to use the game, how to improve its presentatiOn, and also to
evaluate its effects on everyday studying.
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